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Spring 2012 Sneak Preview!
STEP INSIDE!
A Look Inside Animal Homes
OPEN WIDE!
A Look Inside Animal Mouths
Catherine Ham
10 x 8, 32 pages
HC PLC w/jacket
$14.95
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ANIMAL EGGS
Dawn Cusick & Joanne O’Sullivan
8 x 8, 48 pages, HC PLC w/jacket
$14.95
Kids who love animals will love
Animal Eggs! From amazing
tricks to clever thieves to dozens
of shapes in a rainbow of colors, Animal Eggs
will leave you dazzled and amazed. Discover
eggs from birds, insects, spiders, fish, frogs,
snakes, octopus, snails, and much more.
Includes an Egg
Detective game,
a “Gross or Cool?”
voting challenge,
glossary, and
index.

ANIMAL COLORS (board)
Beth Fielding
6.4 x 5.9, 24 pages
$7.99
Now in a board book format!
Discover a world of vibrant animal colors in a
kaleidoscope of color described as “simply stunning” by
School Library Journal. Enjoy animals from every color
of the rainbow, then expand the concept with amazing
color combinations.

ANIMAL EYES
Beth Fielding
8 x 10, 36 pages
HC PLC w/jacket
Animals use their eyes to
surprise, mesmerize, light
the night, and start fights!
This bright, colorful book explores the sensational
variety of eyes in the animal world. Discover trick eyes,
sideways eyes, glow-in-the-dark eyes, giant eyes, seethrough eyes, and many more. Includes fun, simple
experiments designed to illustrate the physics of vision.

BUG BUTTS
Dawn Cusick, author
Dr. Haude Levesque, Illustrator
8 x 10, 48 pages, HC PLC w/jacket
$14.95

ANIMAL COLORS
Beth Fielding
9 x 9, 32 pages, HC PLC
w/jacket, $14.95
“Simply stunning . . .”
— School Library Journal

WINNER! Animal Behavior
Society’s 2010 Outstanding
Children’s Book Award!
ANIMAL BATHS
Beth Fielding, author
Susan Greenelsh, illustrator
8 x 10, 48 pages, HC
PLC w/jacket

ANIMAL TONGUES
Dawn Cusick
8 x 10, 36 pages, HC PLC
w/jacket, $14.95

From feathers to fur and scales
to skin, discover the wild and
wacky ways animals get clean.

All manner of fascinating
tongues, cool facts, fun
experiments, and more.
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ANIMAL TAILS
Beth Fielding
8 x 10, 36 pages
HC PLC w/jacket
$14.95, July

CATERPILLARS
Marilyn Singer
10 x 8, 40 pages
HC PLC w/jacket
$14.95, July

Discover talking tails,
warning tails, stinging
tails, grasping tails,
swimming tails, and so many more. Fun, easy experiments illustrate the ways animal tails work, and cool
tail tricks and trivia will dazzle family and friends.
Real science has never been so much fun!
“The language speaks
to children with just
the right mix of education and fun—like
sneaking veggies into
spaghetti sauce!”
— Laura Jones,
NBCT Elementary School Teacher and Mom

“. . . This book is full of poetry and science. A
remarkable achievement . . .”
— Deborah Heiligman, author of
From Caterpillar to Butterfly and Mom
Caterpillars attract
children like magnets—
their shapes, colors,
and locomotion styles
are impossible to resist.
Award-winning poet and nature writer Marilyn Singer guides
children on an exploration of the dazzling
diversity of the world’s caterpillars with
hundreds of four-color photos.

ANIMAL FIGHTS
Catherine Ham
10 x 8, 32 pages
HC PLC w/jacket
$14.95
July

Animals fight in dozens of bizarre ways.
Giraffes attack each other by ramming
heads, while turkeys and camels
wrestle with their necks. Kangaroos,
foxes, and tigers stand on their hind
legs to fight, while zebras fight with
kicks and bites. Written in whimsical
verse ideal for reading aloud.

“The vivid photography
creates another dimension
of the reading experience,
drawing students into the
rich, poetic text. Instead
of just reading about
animals, children will be
relating to them.”
— Meta Commerse,
Teacher, Poet, Naturalist,
and Grandparent

ANIMAL NAPS
Catherine Ham
10 x 8, 32 pages
HC PLC w/jacket
$14.95, July

From tigers and turtles to gorillas and
‘gators, explore the sleeping habits and
locales of more than two dozen animals.
Leopards, koalas, and some types of
monkeys sleep high up in trees, while
seals and tortoises doze on beach sand
in the sunshine. Written in whimsical
verse ideal for reading aloud.

